GMO Flesh Eating Plants: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
In the early morning of the 11th of November 2015, I had a dream in which I saw a
Venus fly trap capture and consume a fly. Then the scene changed and I saw a bush about 4'
wide and as a dog was passing, the sides of the bush like arms suddenly reached out and
captured the dog and drew it into is digestive area in the center of the plant. Then the scene
changed again and I saw a plant that looked like it had been trimmed over time to take the
shape of a sheep. Then to my amazement, the sheep-bush lifted up it legs from out of the
ground and began to walk. I knew it was a further hybrid development of the bush who ate the
dog so this sheep bush was now on the prowl looking for a meal such as a dog, cat or even a
small human. It looked like a sheep but is was carnivorous like a wolf. It ate flesh.
I then awoke.
I have read much about genetic engineering of animals and even mixing animal dna
with human dna for developing new creatures. I have not heard of GMO genetic engineering
with plants taking this kind of extreme in creating plants the hunt and eat flesh – even human
flesh. This is the extreme of GMO foods that we now eat. We know GMO foods are a
mutation and it is believed by many these mutational genes are carried into the human body
and make changes to our dna within us. Now it is being revealed that GMO research is
taking on a military weapons capability by inventing new creatures that are plant but with
carnivore appetites and even to the extent that they will be able to hunt their prey, kill and
eat.
My advice is to stay clear of GMO foods. Stay clear of shadows in the night if it is a
plant that looks like a sheep but is in fact a wolf plant. It may well be said the the GMO food
industry is a sheep in wolf's clothing. They promise increased yields and resistance against
disease in their GMO products but the reality is it is an abomination against Creator and his
creation who told us that “each species are to give birth and reproduce only after their own
kind.” This means we are not to deviate from this mandate. To do so is to bring a curse upon
the human race as a whole.

